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Abstract

Internet-of-Things (IoT) is the inter-networking of physical devices, vehicles, buildings, and objects with embedded sensors. It is estimated that by 2020 there will be more than 34 billion IoT devices connected to the Internet. Nearly $6 trillion will be spent on IoT solutions over the next five years. Artificial Intelligence (AI), on the other hand, is intelligence demonstrated by machines that work and react like humans. Some examples of AI powered applications are voice-powered personal assistants like Siri and Cortana, machine translation, email spam filter, etc. The combination of AI and IoT gives birth of Internet Intelligence-of-Things (I2oT). I2oT devices differ from IoT devices that not only they sense, store, transmit data but also analyze and act on data, i.e. the I2oT device makes a decision or perform a task similar to what a person could do. Most of existing “smart” IoT devices, which are controllable from an APP, are not I2oT devices. The true I2oT devices should be able to perform a task on your behalf, such as autonomous vehicle – it drives for you. The enabling technology for the I2oT device is embedded AI. This talk will cover low power techniques for embedded AI in I2oT applications. The focus is on the energy efficient system architecture that utilizes the brain-inspired event-driven signal representation. The event-driven signal representation enables data compression at the input source, which greatly reduces the power for data transmission and processing. We will show by examples that the event-driven system significantly improves energy efficiency and is well suited for I2oT applications.
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